Any size, anywhere…
we’ve got your assets covered.
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Every sector of the energy industry – upstream, midstream,
downstream – is governed by the same immutable truth: every second
counts, and the cost of delays and downtime can be astronomical.
Project timelines, production targets, maintenance schedules and
product delivery all depend on parts, piping, equipment and assets
being where they need to be when they need to be there.
With vast experience as the customs and third-party logistics (3PL)
partner for clients in the energy sector, Cole International is the company
you can trust to keep your shipments – and your business – on the move.
Cole International has been in the customs and logistic business for more than
half a century. Our company built its solid foundation by serving western Canada’s
oil and gas industry.
Now with upwards of four decades of energy sector experience, we offer exactly
what our oil and gas and alternative energy clients need: a logistics partner who
understands their industry as thoroughly as we understand our own. Our broad
and deep experience includes:

UPSTREAM
For oilfield exploration and development companies, we move everything from
seismic and drilling equipment to oil sands mining haulers to complete rigs.
Whether you’re moving seismic vibrator buggies to Kindersley, horizontal drilling
equipment to North Dakota, an offshore rig from the Gulf to East Coast Canada
or heavy hauler tires from a U.S. manufacturer to Fort McMurray, trust Cole
International to transport and customs-clear your shipments without delay…and
without penalty for customs non-compliance.

MIDSTREAM
Cole International is a North American leader in moving the goods you need to
keep the energy supply on the move – line pipe for crude, LNG or petrochemical
feedstocks, compressor stations, power substations, wind energy turbines…you
name it.

DOWNSTREAM
Whether you need equipment in place for a planned turnaround, emergency
replacements for an unplanned outage, tens of thousands of line items for an
asset expansion or tanks and pumps for a new retail location, we know
downstream’s customs and logistics needs inside and out.
With a strong energy industry presence on both sides of the Canada/U.S. border,
Cole International has become the industry’s “go to” customs broker for serious
players in the North American oil patch. And for good reason: our unmatched
technical knowledge and our solid relationships with Canada Border Services
Agency (CBSA) and U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) are your greatest
assurance of quick, compliant customs clearance and on-time delivery.
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Why Cole International?
When you partner with Cole International, you can rest assured our professional
customs brokers and freight forwarders will be working tirelessly to ensure:

» All goods are released on time.
Cole International has vast experience in dealing with the many challenges
of energy sector logistics – for example, dealing with large payouts of duties
and/or tax, tight construction deadlines, provisional entries, multiple loads,
high volumes over short timeframes, coordination with multiple engineering,
procurement, and construction management (EPCM) firms, critical after-hours
handling, and acting as a liaison between the client, carrier, engineer and
Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA).

» Duties and taxes are minimized.
From the depth and experience of our technical staff, our customers realize
substantial value. We research all available relief provisions to ensure customers
pay the lowest legally allowable rate for imported goods.

» Customs compliance is maintained
to CBSA and CBP standards.
Errors can slip into the system at any number of points along the supply chain.
By accessing electronic data fed directly from our customers, we’re able to
identify errors before shipments make it into the customs-clearance process,
proactively eliminating compliance problems and any associated penalties
and delays.

» Our dedicated team is ready and able to
handle oversized, high-value shipments.
For large projects that require the coordinated movement of oversized,
overweight and high-value cargo, Cole International’s freight forwarders,
customs brokers and compliance consultants have what it takes to get the
job done – on time, on budget, anywhere in the world. For our customers in
the energy industry, we provide professional charter and over-dimensional
transportation services by road, rail, water and air, all backed by unmatched
knowledge of the logistics landscape and its regulatory complexities.
Our services include everything from conducting comprehensive routing and
site surveys to minimize costs and transit times and identify potential obstacles
to identifying, verifying and managing routes and transportation methods, from
export crating and skidding to handling all the details and documents required
to quickly clear customs and expedite delivery of your cargo.
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TRANSPORT SERVICES
xx Identifying and verifying transport
requirements, timing and costs so
there are no surprises along the way.
xx Arranging and managing routes
and transportation methods.
xx Coordinating shipments by land,
air and sea, including scheduled
and/or charter service investigating
customs requirements and
providing recommendations to
expedite delivery of your cargo.
xx Enabling easy tracking of your
shipment from departure to delivery
xx Providing a variety of cargo
insurance options.

